
Community Novel Project: Marketing Yourself 

Tuesday, May 10, 2016 • 6:30-8:30 p.m., Marvin Auditorium 101C, Topeka and Shawnee 

County Public Library 

Create and promote your writing persona to help connect readers to your books. Learn how to 

improve author bios, use social media, choose head shots and give compelling written and 

recorded interviews. Presentation by Mikki Burcher. Get tips and share experiences with other 

writers.  

Notes by Lissa Staley estaley@tscpl.org 

 

 

Marketing You 

What are some examples of personal brands? 
Some people have a positive personal brand: 

Michael Jordan 

James Patterson 

Oprah 

Beyonce 

Stephen King 

Others have a negative personal brand 

  

Where is your brand weighted?  If you are young or haven’t published much, often your 

reputation has to make up for lack of perceived experience 

  

What is your personal brand? Is it based on experience? Reputation? (or lack thereof?) 

Your brand is what is memorable. What will people remember about you? Embrace those unique 

qualities when you are developing your personal brand. What are those things that make you 

who you are? 

  

Author Media kit  
(formerly a press kit) – This is how to package you up in a little box and present you to the 

world. 

 

Personal logo – does this sound intimidating? You can (and should) put this on anything that is 

affiliated with you as a person. Initials in a specific font/color, digitized signature 

The goal is to use it consistently - you put it on everything, and then just like Nike, when 

someone sees your symbol, they know it’s you. 

  

Head shots – For this, hire a professional photographer, and a photographer who specializes in 

head shots is even better. You want your head shot to look like you – show your personality, 

make a connection to the viewer with your eye contact, keep it professional, stay away from 

model shots and just pose naturally. Ask around locally to get recommendations. 
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Different situations may require different lengths of bios 

For example:  

Standard bio – in a more formal setting, if you are filling out an award form, applying to be a 

panel speaker 

Short – guest articles, websites 

Micro – social media, print magazine 

 

Bios can cover hobbies, what you’re doing in life (in other bios, that’s called your position at 

your job) – but for a writer, you’re writing, so talk about the writing, talk about your claim to 

fame 

  

Maybe you can rock a seven word bio like the Criminal Minds actor who used the bio: – “If 

Kermit the Frog was Human”  

Your bio is constantly evolving, with constant tweaking your most recent accomplishments 

  

Book pages 
Summary page for your published work. 

  

Her example is a Lisa Jackson combination press release book page. Her website has more 

examples of Book Pages and examples of collaborative work. 

May also be called a “Sales sheet” 

Contact sheet – all the places readers or publishers can find you 

  

You should write a press release for just about everything you do. 

Publish a book.  

Invited to speak on a panel.  

Nominated for an award.  

Win an award.  

 

You should create a media list and be ready to use your marketing kit 

Vary who you send them to – don’t spam people.  

The interviewer probably is only reading the first and last chapter, so your Q&A samples help 

them know what to ask 

Have book excerpts prepared and ready as a separate PDF so you are ready to email or hand 

them out. 

  

At the end of the day, your author media kit is about having the pieces ready and at your 
fingertips when you need them so you never miss an opportunity. 
  

  



Presenting You 

You have your beautiful marketing kit – now what? 

 

Think about how YOU hear about books you want to read.  

Goodreads 

Facebook 

Emails from book-centric organizations 

 

 

Assuming low or no cost budget –  Get Social both online and in real life (IRL) 

  

Social Media 
Who is your target? – Who will read your book 

If you are writing for a YA crowd, your platforms are different than if you write about the joys of 

retirement 

Going on twitter --- if you don’t know how to use twitter --- is not great advice. 

Goodreads – social media site specifically for people who love to read 

Facebook – used by 70% of the adult population that is online in the United States 

What is specific to your audience or niche? What appeals to your demographic? Those will do 

you the most benefit 

  

PEW Social Media Update 2014: http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/01/09/social-media-update-

2014/ 

 

Fast and Furious Stats 

Facebook – predominately woman, closest to equal gender representation, demographic 28+ and 

more and more over 55 with more younger people leaving 

Twitter 25-30% of the population that is online. In order to be relevant on twitter you need to 

tweet 5-10 times a day. 

Pinterest – could be good for authors, especially for nonfiction books that could be made into 

infographics - 85% female, almost 1/3 of the users have a household income of 100K+ 

Google+ - average age 28, predominately male, may affect your google ranking? 

Linked In - professional site, most people only log in once or twice a month, not fast paced, used 

by 50% of  college graduates within a year of graduating 

Instagram is where you want to be if you are looking for a younger demographic, under 28. 

Snapchat- meant to be like disappearing ink on a cell phone, one example of a blogger who does 

a series of morning videos. People have to friend you, you can’t just broadcast to them. 

Tumblr  - demographics split, largest population of low income and minorities. Tumblr is a very 

distinct platform, watch first before interacting 

  
Question -- how to promote that you are on the social media (not covered here)  

Hopefully the library speaker in July on marketing your book will help you with the ways to 

market your book in particular platforms.  

 

http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/01/09/social-media-update-2014/
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Question – linked accounts that automatically repost? 

Mikki suggests that you don’t automate for any of your platforms so that you are instead 

following the rules of the platform.  

 

Tumblr is visual, integrated, artistic, quotes, follow people there and compare what they are 

doing there versus on their other social media channels 

  

Question about Wordpress and blogging 

Wordpress is a place to put your website – if you’re going to create a website you can do a 

worpress.com website, but you don’t actually own your website and they can take it down and 

you are limited in terms of what you can do with the content and the framework and template. 

Wordpress.org is self-hosted, so you pay for the domain and hosting and you can do whatever 

you want with it. 

  

Goodreads – author program appears to be completely free 

  

Social Media Strategy 
Read some articles about how people engage – go on the platform, make your username, lurk 

and watch and read, 50% of twitter users are lurkers, see what happens there 

Pretty much everything you post should have at least one picture. Video is the gold standard. 

Posts with images get click-throughs more often than those without images 

How often are you going to post? How frequently? Tuesdays, Thursdays, Sundays on Facebook 

is totally fine. Every Tuesday is discussing a quote from your book or another author.  

Strategy just means have a plan. Take the time to write it down to help you feel less 

overwhelmed. 

Use your real voice. If you write long rambling phrases, that may be okay. 

You can’t just post junk in order to meet your 7 tweet quota.  

Plan ahead. So if you’re going to post twice a week on FB, know that on Tuesday you are going 

to post the CBS interview (since you are fabulous and CBS interviewed you!) and on Thursday 

you will post the sample chapter.  

It’s okay to only be on one or two platforms.  

Be consistent and do it right. When you mastered one, try another. Don’t overwhelm yourself. 

  

Your posts should add value. 

Add value is a marketing term that means – what does your audience care about and what kind of 

information do you have that they would want and what kind of information can you share that 

they would want? Can you share stuff from other writers? Does this establish you as an expert 

because you add value through what you share? 

For every 6 pieces of content you put out, 4 pieces of content relevant to your reader (that they 

would find valuable), 1 self-serving post directly pushing them to purchase from you or go to 

your website, and 1 share/retweet/interaction to spread the love. 

  

http://worpress.com/


Blogging  
Blogs help with search engine optimization. Blogs help your readers find you, they help with 

link shares through reddit and delicious. Be a guest blogger or write a guest post or get 

interviewed and link back to your website 

  

Networking – you get word of mouth marketing by getting out and meeting people, standing in 

front of a room full of people and talk about your writing process. 

Making contacts and talking to other people is necessary, or if you aren’t good at that, find 

someone who is great at that and be friends with them and bring them along. 

  

Find your influencers online and in real life – who is your biggest fan – who supports and loves 

you and shares your stuff a lot – find out who they are – people who influence others on your 

behalf -  who has the most followers online, biggest reach, most friends in real life 

  

Other platforms 
The key is – you can start any of these on your own, or try to get featured on them. Some 

Youtube channels are focused on showcasing new authors – research and find your niche –  

  

Some authors have created entire brands around their writing/art – people who go beyond their 

books to build an empire 

Gretchen Ruben --- podcast with paid ads, live podcasting events, based on the content of her 

nonfiction books, subscription email services, online classes on their website 

John Green is in part successful for his non-author activities, but his vlog  

Neil Gaiman’s interviews on how he has approached his brand are useful 

  

 

 

Interview advice 

The best way to sell you is when you sell yourself. It’s storytelling.  

Practice answering questions as if you are telling a story. Think of a topic and create a 90 second 

story for it, within about 3 minutes.  

The more you do it, the more you practice, the easier it becomes. Then you can do it in your 

interviews. 

Have some outlines answers – don’t give a stump speech that is memorized! 

Think before you talk, you don’t have to fill a silence. 30 seconds of silence is okay (a minute is 

too long ) Pause and think of what you are going to say. 

  

Giving away copies of your book is the only way to create word of mouth marketing in mass. 

Goodreads makes it easy to give an author giveaway. In ebooks, you can do a flash sale on your 

book for a limited number of days, free for 24 hours, 99 cents for a few days, etc. The goal is to 

create readership and buzz and word of mouth marketing and reviews. 

  



Philosophy 

Firm believer in karma. The more you give, the more you get. Professionally I haven’t seen 

anything to contradict that. The more I give, the more I get back. Abundance is everywhere. 

Don’t be scared to help others and give your time to others and even promote others. You’re 

going to form a bond and they are going to give back. 

  

Maybe it’s 15 minutes every day to work on self promotion of yourself as an author. You will be 

surprised how much adds up in a month and in a year. 

  

Question – Reserving your username 

Reserving your name on the social media sites is generally advised so you have control over it, 

potentially before you launch your brand so no one squats on your brand or usernames 

  

Personal brand can be physical also – observe the speaker’s sunglasses and big earrings 

Your personal brand, embrace it, if you are a drama queen just tell people and people know you 

that way and you can downplay the perceived weaknesses and it’s part of your brand  

  

  

  

MIKKI BURCHER 

Hy-Vee, Digital Marketing Coordinator 
Fast Forward, Steering Committee Coordinator 

TEDxTopeka, Marketing Ninja 

NOTO Anonymous, Founding Member 
preferred methods of communication: 

text: 620.253.0343 

email: mikki.burcher@gmail.com 

interwebs: @mikkiburcher 
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